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WE HATE TO LOSE YOU, "DOC" 
We'll Back You, 
Captain May diger We'll Put Clemson On Top 
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Southern Federation of Golleg 
Students Is Organized In Atlanta 
MEN FROM THE LARGEST COLLEGES IN 
THE SOUTH ARE SENT AS DELEGATES 
Many   More   Colleges   Will 
Join, Is Hope 
On Friday and Saturday, February 
9th and 10th, there gathered In At- 
lanta a body of young rt<e who had 
traveled from all parts of the South 
for the express purpose of lending 
their aid in the work of forming a 
federation of southern college stu- 
dents. For some time there had be»n 
a correspondence going on between 
the schools relating to this matter, 
and so at last the initial step was 
taken. 
It would have been too much of an 
undertaking to start off with all of 
the colleges in the south, so the large 
colleges and universities which com- 
pose the Southern Intercollegiate 
Conference were used as a nucleus in 
forming this federation. All of the 
colleges and universities in the S. I. 
C. were not able to send representa- 
tives to the meeting, but all of the 
states were represented except Ken- 
tucky. Probably all of the institu- 
tions would have sent representatives 
but for the fact that they did not 
know of the plans far enough ahead. 
However, with those present as a 
foundation, the delegates from the 
different states rolled up their sleeves 
and dived into the work of adopting 
a constitution and by-laws. 
The Cabinet room of the Tech 
"Y" was the place of the different 
meetings, and it was during these 
meetings—two Friday and two Sat- 
urday—that the delegates adopted 
a tentative constitution to present to 
their several student bodies for con- 
firmation. The name of the organ- 
ization was adopted to read: "The 
Southern Federation of College Stu- 
dents." This Federation will do for 
the various schools what the student 
council does for its individual col- 
lege. All matters of dispute will be 
referred to the Federation for settle- 
ment. Practices such as betting on 
athletic contests, ill-feeling between 
colleges, and similar conditions 
which are bound up with college life 
are to be bettered if poslble. The 
honor system and the question of 
student government will be worked 
out to the advantage of all concerned. 
In general, the purpose of the Fed- 
eration is to promote good feeling 
among the colleges of the south, and 
to furnish a means by which differ- 
ences can be settled between any of 
the colleges. 
The public is just beginning to see 
the important part the college stu- 
dents play in the life of the state 
and nation. For centuries the stu- 
dents in Europe have swayed public 
opinion in the old world, and now the 
American college students are just 
beginning to come into their own. 
Realizing that nothing much can be 
accomplished without cooperation, 
the Southern students have at last 
formulated a plan and an organiza- 
tion by means of which all of the stu- 
dents may be fused into one great 
mass for their mutual benefit and for 
the benefit of the country at large. 
Meetings of the Federation will be 
held every year in April, and other 
meetings may be called by the pres- 
ident if he deems it necessary. This 
year the University of Tennessee will 
act as host, the next meeting of the 
organization being scheduled for 
Knoxville, Tennessee. 
More and more students are being 
allowed to handle their own affairs. 
The Southern Federation of College 
Students is not at all ahead of the 
times—in fact, it is in keeping with 
the present age . While the Pedera-1 
tion will undoubtedly have its hands 
full, yet it is fully capable of hand- 
ling all of the problems which may 
come before it. It is a big work, but 
it has been tackled in a big way. It 
is sincerely hoped that all of the stu- 
dent bodies which were represented 
in Atlanta will immediately ratify 
(Continued on page 3) 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIA- 
TION HOLDS MEETING 
New Officers Are Elected— 
Capt. May Is President 
of Association. 
CHARLESTON IS   Clemson Mentor Leaves Tiger 
A GAME LOSER , .  T   c ,    M   > ,, Lair lo enter New held 
Men From The City by The 
Sea Fall Before Tigers 
Tigers Jump to the Lead in the Very 
First   Few   Minutes. 
The first meeting of the Athletic 
Association was held in chapel on 
Februthy 7 th, 1923. The cadets are 
all members of this association, and 
quite a good body was present. The 
meeting was called to order by Pro- 
fessor D. H. Henry, the retiring Pres- 
ident. The business of the meeting 
he said, was to elect the new officers 
of the Athletic Association. There | 
are four student representatives in 
this body,to be taken from the pres- 
ent Junior class, and two officers 
from the faculty, to be elected by the 
students. The President of the Asso- 
ciation is also elected from the facul- 
ty. 
The student representatives were 
first elected. They are: A. B. Fitz- 
gerald, E. H. Hall, E. G. Parker, and 
T, I . Vanghan. The two faculty 
members elected are S. M. Martin, 
and B. E. Goodale. Captain T. E. 
May was elected President of the 
Association The vote for President 
was almost unanimous. E. G. Parker 
was elected Vice-President and Sec- 
retary of the Association. 
The next thing that was brought 
up before the assembly was the elec- 
tion of another assistant base ball 
manager, and the manager of next 
fall's football team. H. P. Walker 
was elected to the former position, 
and S. S. Bee was elected manager of 
the football team. 
The faculty members of the Ath- 
letic Association are all popular with 
the cadets and take a great inter- 
est in all student affairs. Captain 
May holds a warm place in the hearts 
of the students, on account of hi? 
untiring work with the atnletic 
teams. He has proven an invaluable 
assitant to Coach Stewart with the 
football and basketball teams. 
"Major" Martin is a friend to all 
the boys and has always taken an 
active part in making student life on 
the campus more pleasant. 
"Prof." Goodale is an athletic en- 
thusiast and helped in the coaching 
of the football teams last year. He 
is always willing to officiate at the 
games and contests of the students, 
and should be a valuable member of 
the Association. 
The student representatives are all 
greatly interested in athletics. 
"Gene" Parker is an athletic wri- 
ter and has done much to attract the 
public eye to Clemson's athletics. 
Vaughan, Fitzgerald, and Hall are 
all athletes who have been "putting 
out" since their Rat days. Vaughan 
is a member of the basketball squad; 
"Fitz" is a tennis player; and Hall 
is a track man. 
All were pleased with the election 
of Bee and Walker to their respective 
offices. 
"Styles" Bee is popular with the 
football men and should make one of 
the best managers that team ever 
had. As assitant manager last fall, 
he made a very efficient "water boy." 
Walker  is   a    hard    working   and 
energetic Junior, who will "put out" 
all he has to help the baseball team! 
this spring. 
At the present time there was no 
further business to come before the 
Athletic Association, so the meeting 
dispersed. —E. H. H. 
The ...Tiger ...quintet... proved too 
strong for the College of Charleston 
five Monday afternoon and took them 
into camp by a score of 2 8 to 7. At 
times the visitors showed flashes of 
speed, but it was very evident from 
the first that the superior teamwork 
of the Tigers was sure to win out. 
Coach Stewart used practically the 
entire varsity squad at times in the 
game. Before the final whistle had 
blown sixteen Tiger basketeers had 
faced the Charlestonians on the 
court. It was decidedly an off day 
for the Tigers for at no time in the 
game did they show their usual speed, 
and at times they just couldn't find 
the basket. However the different 
teams took up the game very nicely 
and never let the visitors get a start 
(Continued   on   page   3) 
Tigers Lose A Great Athlete 
Rhett Tumipseed, former Clemson 
quarterback and first baseman; 
athlete par excellence, and prince of 
good fellows, who has decided to en- 
ter business pursuits at High Point, 
N. C, and whose loss will be keenly 
felt by all friends of Clemson. 
W. J. Kennerly, '19, is teaching in 
the Alabama Technical Institute and 
College for Women in Monutenallo, 
Ala. 
H. L. Sanders, '17, of Columbia, 
S. C, is gas engineer for the Colum- 
bia Railway, Gas and Electric Co. 
RHETT TURNIPSEED 
The Tigers suffered a great loss 
when Rhett Turnipseed withdrew 
from school the last part of Jan- 
uary. Rhett had been at Clemson 
for almost two years and has proven 
himself to be one of the best ath- 
letes that ever donned a Tiger uni- 
form. On the gridiron Rhett was a 
triple threat man and one of the cool- 
est and most resourceful quarters 
that ever set foot on Riggs Field. He 
was a good leader of men and knew |how to meet a situation without 
flinching. When the critical time 
came, where it meant victory or de- 
feat, Rhett had the goods and knew 
how to deliver them. No Clemson 
man could have'witnessed his work 
in the Presbyterian and Carolina 
games last fall and not regret to 
learn that the Tigers are losing such 
a valuable man. Not only is Rhett 
familiar with the pigskin, but he is 
familiar with the horsehide as well. 
There will be a gap at first base this 
spring that wil be hard to fill. "Tur- 
nip" rarely missed one that came 
down the hot corner, and as for 
swatting the ole pill—well he did 
that too. The Glee Club feels a great 
loss that Rhett will not be with them; 
in fact the whole school misses you 
"Turnip", and here is wishing for 
you the best in whatever you under- 
take in the future. —J. M. 
THE LOVE, APPRECIATION, AND BEST WISHES 
OF ALL CLEMSON MEN FOLLOW "DOC" STEWART 
Sophomore Dance Is 
Enjoyable Affair 
The Sophomore dance, scheduled 
for January 12th, but postponed be- 
cause of the quarantine, was held in 
the Gym on February 9. Cadet Ar- 
thur Morgan, president of the club, 
led the grand march with Miss Rose 
Morgan, and was followed by Cadet 
Tom Blount, the secretary and treas- 
urer, with Miss Maud Taylor. The 
ball room was decorated in streamers 
of blue and white, the Soph colors, 
behind a screen of evergreens and ar- 
tificial snow. 
The dance was one of the largest 
of the recent dances at Clemson.'The 
cadets should attend the affairs of 
the upper classes as well as they do 
those of the Sophs. There would be 
be a much larger crowd of girls at- 
tend and the greater number of boys 
present, the smaller will be the in- 
dividual cost. A dance must cost a 
certain amount of money, and the 
cost is just the same when thirty boys 
go as when sixty go. So remember 
this and get ready for the Senior 
uance on March 9. The Soph dance 
was sucecssful in every way. Alto- 
gether it was the best yet. 
Mrs. Emory, Mrs. Fitzpatrick, and 
Mrs. Newman were the chaperones. 
Those present were as follows: Emille 
Knight with J. P. Smith; Virginia 
Stribling with C. C. Burton; Myrtle 
Brown with F. S. Fayssoux; Allie 
Whitten with C. C. Sartor; June 
Taylor with W. R. Smith; Virginia 
Cullum with C. E. Kirby; Maude 
Taylor with L. C. Blount; Grace Ag- 
new with F. C. Hargrove; Mary Mc- 
Lure with E. F. Watkins;; Cleo Den- 
ny, with F. E. Dunham; Harriet 
Trowbridge with W. E. Jordan; Mar- 
garet Brown with M. A. LeGette, 
Janet Plexico with T. R. Vogel; Nell 
Hill with E. H. Emanuel; Nellie Sue 
Pickens with E. M. Friar; Sallie Wal- 
lace with D. F. Livingston; "Punkie" 
Sadler with C. W. Goode; Rose Mor- 
gan with F. V. Smith; Isabel Haskell 
with J. V. Verner; Ruby Hill Devlin 
with G. Games; "Kat" Sanders with 
C. B. Snead; Margaret McCully with 
W. A. Duke; Avery Laug'KTTn with 
W. L. Balentine; Anna Dean McFall 
with J. T. Wigington; Elaine Keith 
with J. R. Shannon; Edith Hoke with 
John Morris; Helen McGill with Ed 
Taylor; Mary Durham with C. G. 
Lany; Georgia Harris with C. J. Kate, 
Sybil Cantrell with D. C. Ayres; Katie 
Elsie Gathings with Carter Newman; 
"Kat" Moore with B. R. Fudge, and 
Virginia Gilmer with Captain Durfee. 
The feature of the evening was the 
exhibition dance of "Kat" Moore and 
Ed Taylor of Greenville. The club 
desires to thank the campus ladies 
for entertaining the girls. 
The music was furnished by the 
Clemson Jungaleers. "Oh, they played 
wonderfully well. It is such a good 
orchestra." The dance was succes- 
fully halted by Capt. Durfee at two 
o'clock. 
The reception committee was com- 
posed of Arthur Morgan, Tom 
Blount, Jake Moseley, Weston Goode 
and Vernon Smith. The decoration 
committee was made up of the follow- 
ing cadets: "Bob" Zeigler, chair- 
man, with Charlie Robinson, "Ed" 
Watkins, Friar, Eddie Tolbert, and 
Henry Clarke. —B. R. 
E. R. Smith, '19, is Junior engin- 
eer for the Toledo Railway and Light 
Co., Toledo, Ohio. 
A. R. Walker, '20, is with the 




Dr. E. J. Stewart, Director of 
Athletics and Head Coach of Clemson, 
who resigned Saturday to accept a 
position with the University of Texas, 
Coach Stewart will remain at Clem- 
son for the rest of the present ses- 
sion and will enter upon his new du- 
ties on September 1st. 
S. F. Thornton, 16, holds a posi- 
tion with the Southern States Phos- 
phate and Fertilizer Co., as chief 
chemist and is located in Savannah, 
Ga. 
Like a bolt of lightning out of a 
clear sky came the announcement 
Saturday that Dr. E. J. Stewart, Di- 
rector of Athletics and Head Coach at 
Clemson, had tendered his resigna- 
tion to the Athletic Council in order 
to accept a similar position with the 
University of Texas. While Coach 
Stewart was recently reappointed to 
his position for another year, the 
Council did not feel that they could 
afford to stand in his way to a larger, 
broader field. Coach Stewart came 
to Clemson about two years ago from 
Lincoln, Nebraska. He formerly 
coached at the University of Nebras- 
ka and Oregon Agricultural College. 
At both of these institutions he es- 
tablished great records. Clemson au- 
thorities considered themselves ex- 
ceedingly fortunate in securing the- 
services of so capable a coach. Since 
he has been at Clemson, Coach Stew- 
art has made a legion of friends. The 
men who have played on his team all 
love him, the students who know 
him most intimately can vouch for the 
bigness of his heart, those who know 
him only as director and coach have 
a profound respect for his ability and 
sportsmanship. 
Coach Stewart brought to Clemson 
the most famous of all football 
teams last season, and incidentally 
the largest throng that ever witnessed 
any event at Clemson. He secured 
a four-year contract with these fa- 
mous Centre Colonels and when they 
come back to Clemson in 192 4 those 
who are here can thank Doc Stewart 
for his untiring efforts to place Clem- 
son at the top of the heap. Athletics 
have taken a new lease on life at 
Clemson since Doc has been here. He 
was at a decided disadvantage, com- 
ing just after a disastrous football 
and baseball season. His first foot- 
ball team was not an entire success 
as regards games won, but on this 
team were the men who will write 
the name of Clemson on higher 
scrolls in the next two years. The 
eleven of this year was a successful 
outfit. They tied with Furman and 
Carolina for the state title and 
played real football all through the 
season. 
Since Doc Stewart has been at 
Clemson, the Tiger teams have re- 
ceived more favorable publicity than 
(Continued on page 2) 
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"A day, an hour of virtuous liberty, 
Is worth a whole eternity of bond- 
age." 
—Addison. 
The long-looked for holidays have 
at last become a fact. The Tigers 
are really to be turned loose on the 
State and South at large. Clemson 
men are most devoted worshippers 
at Freedom's shrine, and never is a 
Tiger happier than when he is; given 
the opportunity of stepping out into 
the air which is not tainted by re- 
veille, drill, books, and such attend- 
ant, worries. 
Washington's birthday is a holiday, 
as we know. an<   tho cadets usually 
between   terms   in 
_which ir work. These 
days a I one time. The 
lessons which are missed on Saturday 
will be m:. following Sat- 
urday. 
February 22nd, 23rd, 24th, and 
25th have been designated as the days 
when the Tigers are to be allowed 
to visit their homes—and other 
points of interest. Since the exams 
have been finished, the men have been 
thinking of nothing except the day 
when they would be given leave of ab- 
sence. Dr. Riggs had promised the 
holidays to the students, and allowed 
them to decide just when they want- 
ed them to be granted. It seems that 
all decided unanimously that they 
wanted the holidays on the above 
days. So these days were chosen, 
and it is an expectant Corps of Ca- 
dets that, awaits the dawning of the 
day which will usher in a few hours 
of complete rest and relaxation from 
the many duties of college life. 
—W. 
A BIG MOVEMENT 
Fellows, a worthy movement has 
been inaugurated among the college 
students of the South, a movement 
has been set on foot which if given 
the proper support of all students is 
destined to better the life of college 
students throughout the Sotuhern 
States. Only by organized effort can. 
the students in the various colleges 
hope to accomplish anything that is 
lasting in its effects. This Federa- 
tion that has been formed is just such 
an organization as will draw the stu- 
dents closer together, and will pro- 
mote a feeling of good fellowship 
among all of the students. 
As soon as possible a copy of the 
tentative constitution which was 
adopted by the delegation will be pre- 
sented to the various student bodies 
which were represented. It is sin- 
cerely hoped that all of the colleges 
and universities will heartily indorse 
the action that has already been tak- 
en, and will stand behind their repre- 
sentatives who played a hand in the 
working out of the proposed plan of 
action for the Federation. If they 
will support the movement heartily 
and will not let it die down, there are 
wonderful possibilities ahead for the 
future generations of college men in 
old Dixie. 
It is now up to the students of the 
South. It has been too frequent that 
the schools south of the Mason and 
Dixon line are not on a par with the 
big universities of the North. This 
statement is true to a certain extent, 
but with cooperation in all matters 
the Southern schools need no longer 
play second fiddle. They can jump to 
the lead and stay there. It is hoped 
that every college and university in 
the South will soon be members of 
this Federation.    Just because only 
the members of the S. I. C. initiated 
the movement does not mean that all 
of the colleges are not invited to 
join . Every institution that has a 
hundred and fifty men and has en- 
trance requirements of fifteen Carne- 
gie units is eligible, and not only eli- 
gible but needed by the Federation. 
Get behind the movement, men; push 
it and see it cross the goal a winner 
by a long lead. It is up to the col- 
lege men finally. If they desire to 
work together for the common good, 
there is nothing that can stop them, 
nothing that can keep them from 
their goal. —W. 
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE 
THESE GIRLS! 
The Girl Who Will Not Write 
Poor college man! At every turn 
he is given a knock. Every day he 
becomes more desperate, and—but 
that's the story. 
The trouble now? It is the girl 
who will not write to the college man, 
the girl with whom out of sight 
means out of mind. This girl should 
really be pitied for being so fickle, 
but in the mean time who is going to 
pity the poor college man? That is 
the reason It behooves someone to say 
something about this anomalous and 
alarming condition of affairs. That is 
the reason that this girl must be giv- 
en to understand just how she is 
judged, just what light she stands in. 
"Yes, dear, I love you every mo- 
ment, and I will be longing for you 
every hour until you return." That 
is the way she talks when he leaves. 
Then the sequel! First week; ten 
letters. Second week: six letters. 
Third week: two letters. Fourth 
week: one letter. Second month: 
two letters. Third month: one letter. 
Week before Christmas: three letters. 
First month after the holidays: a let- 
ter or two. All of the following 
months: nothing at all or a note to 
the effect that she is so busy that she 
does not have time to even think 
about writing, much less write. And 
so goes the sad, sad tale. She is so 
busy running about town, entertain- 
ing, being entertained, listening to 
the foolish men propose, and many 
other similar duties that are so press- 
ing, that she really does not have time 
to write. 
Sometimes this girl's conscience— 
yes, she really does have a conscience 
sometimes—begins to make itself 
felt. She sits down, and, pulling the 
paper from the box where it has long 
resided, tells herself that she will 
write her poor dear for once. She 
starts—the phone rings. Will she 
join the party? Well, I'll say so. 
And again Jack gets one of the in- 
frequent notes explaining that she is 
so very busy and hasn't been feeling 
well, and—ad infinitum. Another 
note which is only one big excuse: 
Now, girls, if you believe that a man 
likes to get a letter (?) like that, 
you are badly mistaken. A man does 
not like to be put on the shelf, likened 
to a bottle of medicine that is to be 
taken at certain prescribed intervals 
in certain prescribed doses. To be a 
lovable creature, man must be loved. 
And yet this heartless creature, this 
girl who will not write, expects this 
same man to come back to her the 
very model of a loving and devoted 
sweetheart. "It can't be did," girls, 
and the sooner you understand it, the 
better it will be for you and for oth- 
ers too. 
The hardest thing in the world to 
do is to give sound advice to one who 
wants to be fickle and vascillating. 
It is a 'hard task, especially so when 
it happens that the terrible creature 
giving the advice is nothing more 
than one of those dumb-bells calling 
himself a man. Just the same, in 
spite of the fact that at times we 
appear to be very dumb and gullible, 
we are not altogether blank. In fact, 
we can sometimes see what is going 
on around us. We can even some- 
times understand-why we do not re- 
ceive a certain letter. We may not 
say anything—for men are long-suf- 
fering creatures—but do not fool 
yourselves, girls, for we know. There 
was only one man who was ever 
fooled. He was driven out of the 
Garden of Eden, and since then his 
descendants have held their own 
against feminine wiles that would 
have made Eve ashamed of herself. 
Now, as my story draws near its 
close, I must say one other thing. 
What would the poor college man 
do if he did not have somthing to 
amuse him. He would be in a terri- 
ble predicament indeed. And so it is 
that he finds pleasure in watching the 
dear girls as they twist phrases and 
words into all kinds of contorted 
sentences and clauses. He derives 
real pleasure from the pastime of 
watching the girl as she fools (?) 
him, as she cruelly breaks (?) his 
heart. So here's to the girls who will 
not write to the college man. Long 
may they wave. But when you hit 
the bottom, girls, remember what I 
have told you—though I won't tell 
you, "I told you so." 
—W. 
Example—The Mess Hall. 
Last year, the president of the Ju 
nior class and the decoration commi' 
tee were criticised by some of the ai 
thorities for spending so much mone 
on   the     Junior-Senior     decorations. 
I They claimed that it was too great; 
1
 an expense for a    single night.     If , 
j these decorations had been destroyed \ 
on  last May  7th,     their    criticisms 
would have been just.    But the mess 
] hall  nine  months later,  is still in  a 
i fairly preserved state. 
No one can say that this paper does 
not improve the appearance of the 
mess hall . It gives it a festive power 
and thus radiates cleanliness. It has 
attracted attention from everyone who 
has visited it, and it was especially 
commented upon by the committees 
of legislators who have been at Clem- 
son. Thus, the decorations have not 
only served for Junior-Senior, but 
they have also remained in the 
mess hall throughout the Summer 
School and the present session. The 
mess hall never would have received 
the compliments it has if the decora- 
tions had not been present. 
It seems this year, that the cadets, 
for several reasons, will have less 
money than they did last year. The 
banquet wil cost them much more. 
Last season, scraps from the year pre- 
vious were used, but this time the 
colors  must be  changed.     It  would | advertise the Clemson mess hall if it 
I appeared in a new color scheme that 
would last another year. It would 
pay Clemson. 
The visiting teams are surprised 
at the mess hall. A member of a 
team from another state, upon enter- 
ing the mess hall, turned to his mate 
and said, "What a dining room and 
what flowers. Why can't we have 
something like this?" •—B. R. 
EDUCATION AND OUR 
OPPORTUNITIES 
fined man who has the highest stand- 
ards, but they care little for the man 
who is little better than a boor. 
t is the day of opportunities, 
and , i 3hould rejoice that we are 
privilege i to live in such an age. As 
e turn our eyes back to the days of 
our fathers and forefathers we see a 
difference. During the days of 
our ancestors, there were very few 
schools, and what few there were 
were very poorly equipped. Today 
we have modern buildings equipped 
with all of the conveniences that the 
world can offer. When we contrast 
the two ages, we see that there is a 
legitimate excuse for our forefath- 
ers not being educated as we should 
be educated. But such conditions no 
longer exist in our country, and the 
man who does not try to get an ed- 
ucation is a very poor type of man 
indeed. This type of man is throw- 
ing away all of the many opportuni- 
ties that follow in the wake of edu- 
cation. If we but make our motto, 
"To dare, to strive, and not to yield," 
until the goal, success, is reached, 
there would be fewer failures. 
—J. M. D. 
CLEMSON    MENTOR 
LEAVES    TIGER    LAIR 
continued from first page) 
New Proposal 
Half in earnest, half in joke, 
"Tell me, maiden, e'er I'm broke, 
Buying food and drink for thee, 
Tell, oh, tell the truth to me, 
E'er my cash is all turned loose— 
Sweatheart, is there any use?" 
He—Was it you I kissed In the li- 
brary last night? 
She—About what time. 
The word "education"    covers    a 
broad  territory,  and     many  various 
j definitions have been given it.    We | find scientists applying different defL 
j nitions, a very few of them defining 
the word in the same manner.    Per- ■■ haps the widest conception of educa- 
tion is that it is that training which 
a person receives to better fit him to 
i make a living.    This is very true in 
i one sense of the word, but the broad- 
est conception of education is, "train- 
j ing which enables a man to think in- 
dependently."    This kind of an edu- 
cation will enable the man to so train 
' and  develop  his  intellectual  powers 
to    combat   the   problems   that   he j 
is   constantly confronted   with.   The j 
man   who     relies     upon     the  other j 
man  to   do  his' thinking for  him   is 
only a parasite who has no definite 
purpose in life.    The man that the 
world of today wants is the man who 
has a definite aim in life, the man 
who  is endeavoring to make a bet- 
ter citizen out of himself.    Too many 
! of us are  inclined  to   be  contented 
I with  the little   things    of  life  that 
! come to us thru the least amount of 
work.    Instead of    this,    we should 
strive   for   the     higher    and  nobler 
things that require more exertion. 
The educated man whom the world 
needs today is the one who possesses 
fine essential characteristics. In the 
first place, he must seek the vocation 
which he is best fitted for, and for 
which he has a natural liking. Most 
of us find this a very hard problem 
to solve, but the quicker we can 
come to a decision the better it is for 
us. In this way we are training our- 
selves along the line in which we are 
interested. 
Then, the world wants a man of 
strong moral character. The man 
may be a giant in stature, but if he is 
a thief, gambler, and a drunkard, he 
is not a specimen of the desirable 
man that is needed today. The im- 
moral man's mind is filled with 
thoughts that have a tendency to de- 
grade his Intellectual ability and 
weaken his power of reasoning. The 
moral side of an education is ob- 
tained by means of a strong will 
power and a keeping away from the 
immoral man. The reading of the 
best books is a means toward the end 
of securing the best moral education. 
The man with a weak, dissipated, 
and worn out body is not capable of 
thinking out things as the strong man 
with a strong and robust body. 
Whenever the body begins to go down 
physically, there is a decline of the 
mental powers. The man who fails 
to develop himself physically fails 
to apply the fundamental principle of 
the best mental development. By 
participating in various forms of ath- 
letics and by means of avoiding those 
things which tend to weaken the 
body, the man can build himself up 
wonderfully. 
The social side of an education is 
necessary in order for the man to 
solve the social problems of every day 
life. The man who knows how to 
adapt himself to existing conditions 
is a power for good in building up 
the community in which he lives. 
The social problems are being solved 
gradually, step by step, and in order 
that the man of tomorrow not allow 
civilization to go back, he must be 
educated socially. 
The man who neglects those inde- 
finable elements of an education 
called culture and refinement is leav- 
ing out a very important element. All 
people respect the cultured and re- 
ever before in the history of the col- 
lege. For many years, Clemson has 
received little or no notice from the 
press of the state and surrounding 
commonwealths. In the past two 
years Clemson has figured very prom- 
inently on the sports pages of our 
daily papers and the Tigers have be- 
come known throughout the South. 
The University of Texas, where Doc 
will take his new position, is one of 
the greatest of southern institutions. 
The enrollment runs well over six 
thousand with four thousand men 
among the number. They are a power 
always to be reckoned with in South- 
ern athletics, and Doc will have a 
multitude of material for his various 
teams. 
Clemson men everywhere will re- 
gret to learn that Doc will leave Ti- 
gertown on June 1st. They have 
learned to admire and respect him 
Clemson has been a better place for 
his having been here and his going 
will leave a void which will be well- 
nigh impossible to fill. An able 
coach and a big-hearted friend, will 
be the gain of Texas and the loss of 
Clemson. And yet we do not feel 
that we have really lost a friend, for 
we know that, regardless of his lo- 
cation, Doc. Stewart will always be a 
friend of Clemson and Clemson men. 
The following resolutions, adopted 
by the Athletic Council,  are typical 
of the  sentiment  felt  by the  entire 
corps and alumni body: 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Since we, the Athletic Council of 
Clemson Agricultural College, of 
Clemson College, S. C, have seen fit 
to accept the resignation of our loyal 
friend and coach, Mr. E. J. Stewart, 
to accept a similar position at the 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas; 
Be it resolved: 
That we go on record as expressing 
our genuine regret at the great loss 
which will be suffered by our institu- 
tion, not the loss alone of a great 
coach, but the loss of a real big- 
hearted friend; and 
Be it further resolved: That we go 
on record as heartily recommending 
Coach Stewart for a position as Ath- 
letic Director or Head Coach in any 
institution in the country because he 
has all the qualities of a big coach, 
being an "any-sport" coach, a busi- 
ness man, a loyal and enthusiastic 
booster, a coach who insists upon 
clean living among his men, a man 
who inspires them by being a worthy 
example, a coach who is a generous 
modest winner and a good loser, a 
coach who has a personality that in- 
spires men to fight until they drop 
and who has always developed a 
fighting team, a coach who is himself 
a fighter, and above all n real man 
in every sense of tho word; and 
Be it finally resolved: That the 
Athletic Council go on record as ex- 
pressing its heartiest wishes for 
Coach Stewart's success in his new 
and bigger position, and we feel sure 
he will "deliver the goods" as he has 
always done and will bring to himself 
that honor which he so justly de- 
serves. 
(Signed) 
Prof. S. M. Martin, 
Prof. B. E. Goodale, 
E. G. Parker. 
Committee. 
—E. G. P. 
Fiction 
'Charmed, I'm sure." 
" when   I'm   away from   you, 
dear- 
-can't live without you- 
-made me the happiest— 
-ever since I met you- 
-well able to support " 
-our marriage will be differ- 
ent- 
-till death do us part." 
-lived happily ever after.' 
Wife (with newspaper)—Just to 
think of it. A couple got married 
the other day after a courtship which 
lasted fifty years. 
Husband—I suppose the poor old 
man was too feeble to hold out any 
longer. 
STUDENTS   GET 
HOLIDAYS 
Holidays Including Feb. 22 to Tak» 
Place   of   Spring   Holidays 
Dr. Riggs kept the student body 
in chapel on Monday morning, Feb. 
12, to make an announcement. The 
corps of cadets waited in breathless 
suspense until the members of the fac- 
ulty had left the chapel. 
President Riggs had announced at 
a previous time that several holidays 
would probably be granted this 
spring, and that if the students did 
not request otherwise, these holidays 
would come at the end of the first 
"half" of the second semester. It 
seemed, however, that the students 
were anxious for a short reprieve 
from work at an earlier date; so 
Zeigler, president of the Senior class, 
expressed to Dr. Riggs the desire of 
the students to get the holidays im- 
mediately after and including Wash- 
ington's Birthday. 
President Riggs announced om 
Monday morning that after consider- 
ing the good conduct and satisfactory 
work of the corps during the first 
semester, he had decided to grant the 
holidays at that time. 
The holiday will begin, therefore, 
after classes on February 21, and 
wil end at 10:30 P. M., on February 
25. Dr. Riggs said that the conduct 
of the students, and their class work 
had been very gratifying up to the 
present time, and that he hoped they 
would continue to do good work. 
Only about twenty men had to leave 
college on account of failures on 
academic work, and very few cases 
have been before the Discipline Com- 
mittee. This is indeed a good record 
for a college of a thousand 
•men. The holidays are being looked 
forward to with keen anticipation by 
all, and the students should come 
back to college with a new determi- 
nation to continue doing good work. 
—E. H. H. 
JUNIOR-SENIOR DECORATION 
COMMITTEE APPOINTED 
President Vaughn of the Junior 
class has appointed the committee 
that is to decorate the mess hall for 
the Junior-Senior banquet. These ca- 
dets will soon realize that the honor 
they have received will involve an 
enormous amount of work. They 
must labor during every vacant min- 
ute, week-end, week-out, from now 
until May. Nevertheless, t hey will 
have enjoyable experiences and a good 
time. 
The Juniors, as well as the pres- 
ent Seniors, have another occasion to 
be indebted to "Mother Mid." Sh* 
has already planned the decorations 
and she will be the guiding and di- 
recting hand from now on. She will 
do more "helping" herself than any 
two boys on the committee. Last 
year's committee knows that without 
"Mother Mid", there'd be no such 
banquets as Clemson gives. The Ju- 
niors also appreciate Mr. Harcombe's 
asistance. He makes it possible, by 
sacrificing, to have a real banquet. 
He was invaluable to the committee 
last year. 
The committee is as follows: Frank 
Register, chairman; with Cadets 
Dominick, H. B.; Hendricks. L. A.; 
Burton, C. C; Hall, E. H.; Pugh, R.; ' 
Wright, L. C; Ellison, M. C; Leach, 
M. R.; Garrett, C. C; Tollison, L. 
C; Walker, H. P.; Spearman, W. W., 
and Fayssoux, F. G. —B. R. 
THE    COLUMBIAN 
LITERARY SOCIETY. 
The Columbian Literary Society 
held its first regular meeting after 
examinations on last Friday night. 
The first part of the meeting was de- 
voted to the election of officers for 
the third quarter. The following of- 
ficers were elected: 
Vice-President, J. L. Weeks; Se- 
nior Literary Critic, W. D. McGowan; 
Recording Secretary H. P. Walker; 
Corresponding Secretary, M. C. El- 
lison; Junior Literary Critic, M. B. 
Oliver; Sophomore Literary Critics, 
T. J. Hart, B. W. Freeland; Sergeant 
at Arms, E. C. O'Brien. 
J. McMahan had been elected Pres- 
ident of the society at the beginning 
of the session, so there was no neces- 
sity of electing a President at this 
meeting. 
After a brief discussion of the 
plans for the "Annual Celebration" 
the society adjourned. 
—M.  C.  Ellison. 
THE RELIABLE SHOE 
AND TAILORING SHOP 
Opposite Livery Stables. 
Shoe Repairing, Uniform 
Altering, Cleaning, Pres- 
ing, Etc., Done Promptly. 
All kind of Shirts Washed 
and Pressed. Special At- 
tention to Clemson Athletes. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 




WISE       AMD 
OTHERWISE 
By  iSjutk 
Reformer—Young man, do you 
realize that you will never get any- 
where by drinking? 
Stewed—Ain't it the truth? I've 
started home from this corner five 
times already!—Selected. 
Prof. Hunter (trying to impress 
upon the class the importance of Cal- 
culus)—'Why do you suppose the 
great mathematicians of the past 
ages studied Calculus?" 
Jack Killian (after a long silence) 
"I'll bite 'fessor." 
Teacher—Johnny, what is three 
times three? 
Johnny Nine. 
Teahcer—That's pretty good, John, 
ny. 
Johnny-—Pretty good, h-—, it's per- 
fect.—Selected. 
Despondent (disappointed in love): 
"Oh, hang! I'm going down and 
jump off the bridge." 
Room-mate (like a room-mate): 
"Wait a minute and I'll go down and 
watch you."—Bearskin. 
"She asked me to kiss her on either 
cheek." 
"Which one did you kiss her on." 
"I hesitated a long time between 
them."—Bun. 
THE LINE-UP 
Center—The "Vampire Girl. 
The center of attraction at all 
times and is very good on the of- 
fense, breaking down many a good 
man. She plays a raving game, elim- 
inating all dangerous opponents. 
Guard—The Nice Respectable Girl. 
Very good on the defensive, no 
kind of "line" can get her, as she 
wards them off every time. Never 
breaks the rules by staying out too 
late. 
Tackle—The Perfect 56. 
A person hard to hold and one who 
can be seen in section at all times, 
as she covers a lot of ground. 
End—The Roof Garden Girl. 
She is peerless at the aerial game 
and never misses a chance to make a 
catch. Very fast. There's no use 
kicking when she's around. 
Quarterback—The Telephone Girl. 
Calls out the numbers but is hard 
to understand. Is said to be very 
fast  and  keeps  the lines  busy. 
Fullback—The V-Back Girl. 
Always in good shape and dancing 
around. With her aid one can pass 
a week-end easily. 
Halfback—The Fair Co-Ed. 
She sets your allowance halfback 
bpfore the month is over. 
W.   &  L.  Minx. 
Gleanings from examination pa- 
pers that provoke a smile: 
"There were no Christians among 
the early Gauls; they were mostly 
lawyers." 
"In 1620 the Pilgrims crossed the 
ocean and this is known as Pilgrims 
Progress." 
"Algebra was the wife of Euclid." 
"Algebraical symbols are used 
when you don't know what you are 
talking about." 
"Geometry teaches us how to bi- 
sex angels." 
"A vacuum is a large empty place 
where the Pope lives." 
"The climate is caused by hot and 
cold weather." 
"A brute is an imperfect beast; 
man is a perfect beast."—Selected. 
Casey McCarty had fallen out of the 
tenth story window and the physi- 
cian had pronounced him dead. Some 
of his friends were carrying the re- 
mains home when one of them said 
they ought to prepare his wife for the 
shock. Mike agreed to do it. He 
went upstairs first and rapped on the 
door and said: "Does the widow Mc- 
Carty live here?" 
"Oi'm Misses McCarty but Oi'm no 
widow." 
"The devil ye're not," said Mike, 
"Wait till yez see whot we're bring- 
ing up the stairs."—Ex. 
The Whip Hand. 
A salesman sold a bill of goods 
to a merchant in a small town. They 
were returned as not satisfactory. 
The wholesale house endeavored to 
collect-anyway, and drew a sight 
draft on the bank in the customer's 
town. The bank returned the draft 
unpaid. Then the house wrote to the 
village postmaster and asked if the 
merchant was good for the amount of 
the bill. The letter was returned 
O. K.'d at the bottom. Next the 
postmaster was asked to put the bill 
in the hands of a local lawyer for 
collection. 
The answer received by the whole- 
sale house ran as follows: "The un- 
dersigned is the merchant on whom 
you sold your worthless goods; the 
undersigned is also president of the 
bank that returned your draft. The 
undersigned is the postmaster to 
whom you wrote, and also the lawyer 
who you tried to get to collect your 
bill. And if the undersigned were not 
also the pastor of the local church, 
the undersigned would tell you to go 
straight to the devil." 
The  world   is   young   and   likes  to 
laugh, 
New jokes are hard to find; 
A whole new editorial staff, 
Can't tickle every mind. 
So if you see some ancient joke, 
Decked out in modern guise; 
Don't frown—either aid us, 
Or don't be too wise. 
—H. H. S. 
Indignant mother: "Rubber!" 
Englishman     (staring    at homely 
baby  in   fascinated   horror);   Thank 
Gawd!    I fawncied it might be real!" 
—Bearcat. 
Women's faults are many. 
Men have only two— 
Everything they say, 
And everything they do. 
-Ex. 
Assistant Editor—This new story 
of Chamberton's is horribly mushy. 
Editor—We'll  run it as  a cereal. 
—Ex. 
The Cuff—"Wilt Thou?" 
The Collar—"I wilt." 
She dropped her eyes just as we met, 
There's no joy in my cup 
I tripped and fell, to my regret, 
Trying to pick them up! 
—Selected. 
A washerwoman applied to a man 
for work, and he gave her a note to 
the manager of a certain club- It 
read as follows: 
"Dear Mr. X  this woman 
wants washing." 
Shortly afterwards the answer 
came back: 
"Dear Sir: I dare say she does; 
but I don't fancy the job."—Selected. 
Q—What course do you expect to 
graduate in? 
A—In the cousre of time.—Ex. 
Frosh One—What is a lipstick? 
Frosh Two—It's what   makes the 
tulips bloom all winter.—Ex. 
"Were you very sick with the 
'flu,' Rastus?" 
"Sick! Sick! Man, Ah, was as 
sick, mos every night Ah look in dat 
er casualty list for man name."—Sel. 
It's tough to miss a train— 
As you may often do, 
But it is luck, you bet, 
When the same train misses you. 
Ex. 
Rumb—At the Follies the other 
night my eyes felt like little birds. 
Dumb—How come. 
Rumb—Flitting from limb to limb, 
m'deah boy.—Phoenix. 
"IF" 
If you don't feel just right, 
If you don't sleep all night, 
If you moan and sigh, 
If your throat is dry, 
If you can't smoke or chew, 
If your heart doesn't beat, 
If you've got cold feet, 
If your head's in a whirl, 
Why in h— don't you marry the girl? 
—Selected. 







Got it to do. -Sel. 
H. H. Howard—Professor I didn't 
get my theme book. 
Prof. Bradley—Brown, B. S.! Mr. 
Brown I can't find your paper. 
H. H. H.—Professor, my name is 
Howard, H. H. 
Prof. Bradley—Then I guess I owe 
Mr. Brown an apology. 
Little Mary had seen a baptism at 
church on Sunday. Monday her 
mother finally found her at the lower 
end of the garden where she had 
dug a hole. She was holding her pet 
pussy over the hole and pouring wa- 
ter over its head while repeating the 
ritual, "In the name of the Father 
and the Son and in the hole he goes." 
And in went the cat. 
Mid   pleasures  and   palaces  tho'  we 
may roam, 
We get good biscuits only at home. 
Nurse—If you please, ma'am, I've 
let the baby's shawl drop, out of the 
window. 
Mother—How careless of you; 
baby will catch his death of cold. 
Nurse—Oh, no, ma'am; he's still 
In the shawl. 
How to Make a Fly Trap. 
Take twelve feet of inch rope, 
throw one end into the air and fasten 
the other end securely to the ground. 
Place a ladder against the rope and 
climb up about midway. Here cut 
out a section of the rope about six 
inches long. Put a piece of cheese at 
the top of the rope and a plate of ice 
cream at the bottom. The trap is 
now set. The fly attracted by the 
delicious odor of the cheese will light 
on the end of the rope fastened to the 
air. However, he will soon discover 
that the air is rather chilly, and look- 
ing down, he will see the ice cream. 
Straightway he will dash down the 
rope, reaching the cut out section 
before he realizes it. Here he makes 
a frantic effort to stop but the inertia 
of his rapid descent sends him hurt- 
ling to his doom. He falls into the 
ice cream and is frozen to death. 
FORM FEDERATION , 
FOR    STUDENTS 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the constitution that was adopted by 
the assembled delegates. If the con- 
stitution is immediately ratified, the 
Federation will be given a good send 
off, and will be able to place itself on 
such a firm foundation that it will be 
a power among the different colleges 
thru the medium of the students 
themselves. 
The officers elected at the recent 
meeting were as follows: 
President: A. H. Staton, (Georgia 
Tech). 
Vice-President: Joe Pearce, Jr. 
(Mississippi A. and M.) 
Secretary and Treasurer: Watkins, 
(University of Maryland) 
The Southern institutions repre- 
sented at the recent meeting were 
the following: University of Mary- 
land, V. M. I., University of North 
Carolina, Clemson College, University 
of Georgia, Geargia Tech, University 
of Florida, University of Alabama, 
Mississippi A. and M., University of 
Tennessee, Oglethorpe, Mercer, Emo_ 
ry and Vanderbilt. 
Clemson was represented at the 
conference of the Southern delegates 
by F. M. Zeigler and H. A. Woodle. 
These men bring back enthusiastic 
reports from the meeting, and predict 
that the movement will be one of the 
biggest of its kind ever launched in 
Dixie. —W. 
CHARLESTON  TS  G.1MP,  LOSER 
(Continued from page 1). 
Every day, in every way, they're 
feeding us worse and worse. 
as is sometimes clone when a different 
line-up is going in. 
The Charlestonians jumped into 
the game from the start and fought 
steadily throughout. The chief fea- 
ture of their playing was the drib- 
bling of the center and the forwards. 
In the first half they were only able 
to count one field goal and two fouls. 
The last half saw their score increase 
by three more points, totaling seven 
in all. 
The Tigers tok the lead from the 
beginning and never were in danger 
of losing it. The regular varsity 
five started the game off and stayed 
in for a good part of the first half 
when they were replaced by the 
blues. This team was in turn re- 
placed by the midgets who stayed in 
till about the middle of the last pe- 
riod. The varsity again took the 
floor and finished the game. At the 
end of,the first half the Tigers were 
leading by a safe margin of twelve 
points. This lead was increased to 
21 before the end of the game. 
"Perfect" Day was again the chief 
factor in counting up the baskets. 
Although it may be said tnat he was 
not up to his usual form of shooting, 
he was able to cage eight baskets 
while playing about half of the game. 
Mills showed great speed in working 
the ball down the court, and his 
passing was accurate. Both the blues 
and the midgets showed up well 
while they were In the fight, and 
never gave the visitors a chance to 
get away with anything. McGilli- 
nary's work on the floor was superior 
to that of any of his teammates. He 
did very pretty dribbling at times 
and was able to make two field goals 
and two fouls for a total of six 
points. 
Line-up and summary: 
Clemson (28)      Pos      Charleston(7) 
Day (16) F Finley 
Bryan (4) F Hay 
Wertz (4) C Petit 
Colbert (4) G     McGillinary(6) 
Mills G Runey 
Substitutes: Clemson—Cobb, Dot- 
terer, Garison, Hunter, Welling, 
Johnson, Vaughn, Sllcox, Harmon, 
and Chandler. 
Charleston—Teage and Barbot. 
Score by periods: 
Clemson — 16     12—28 
Charleston    4       3— 7 
Referee: May (Oregon Aggies). 
—J. M. 
"Why is a woman like an, angel?" 
"Always   up   In   the   air,   harping 
on  something,   and   never   has   an 
earthly thing to wear." 
SAVAGELY   SPEAKING 
Couesically speaking from a basket. 
ball  standpoint,  the corps  can say: 
"Day—Day, in every way, you're 
getting better and better." 
We'll now sing a little ditty enti- 
tled, "When Eddie Pinaud Became 
Renowned Herpicide Mournfully." 
Un—If "Three Weeks" before "The 
Last Days of Pompeii" "Romeo and 
Juliet" had spent "One Day" "In 
the Valley of Silent Men" what would 
have been "The Reckoning"? 
Couth—"Tell Me." 
Un—"The Prodigal Son." 
"The dye is cast", muttered the 
chemist as he tossed the light orange 
into the vat. 
Shave—Why is ex-Capt. Durfee al- 
ways humming "How Dry I Am", 
Tail—Shoot, I'll bite. 
Shave—Why, the army made him 
give up his bar. 
"At the tolling of the bell, we 
shall surely dye" muttered Doggett, 
the Gladiator, to his lint-head war- 
riors. 
Ivory—-Name the average profes- 
sor's head, using a past negative. 
Dome—No, you do it. 
Ivory—Would nor. 
(Note: we take it for granted the 
professors around here are above the 
average). 
"I will be damned", shouted the 
mountain stream, as the power plant 
engineers hove into view. 
THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 
At a meeting of the Agricultural 
Society Thursday night the sec- 
ond term president, Mr. Sanders, 
turned the meeting over to the third 
term president, Mr. J. K. Dorman, 
and the following officers were elect- 
ed for the third term: Vice Presi- 
dent, Mr. F. L. Gambrell; Treasurer, 
Mr. J. S. Thurmond; Senior Critic, 
Mr. J. L. Nihcols; Recording Secre- 
tary, Mr. J. P. Gaston; Correspond- 
ing Secretary, Mr. J. C. Aull, Jr.; 
Junior Critic, Mr. W. A. Mason. Mr. 
B. S. Brown defeated Mr. T. L. Har- 
ding by one vote in the race for Ser- 
geant at Arms. 
After the election of officers had 
been completed, Mr. Dorman told the 
members of the society that an at- 
tempt was being made to get per- 
mission for the society to meet once 
every two weeks instead of once each 
month as has been the custom up to 
this time. Should the society meet 
once every two weeks, more time and 
work will be required of the mem- 
bers in order to get up a good pro- 
gram for each meeting than has been 
required heretofore. However, this 
time will be well spent and Is neces- 
sary if the Agricultural Society is 
to play the part that it should play in 
the education of each Agricultural 
student. 
Mr. J. O. Pepper then made a short 
talk in which he urged the members 
of the society to take an active in- 
terest in its work. He also spoke of 
the necessity of getting as many of 
the present agricultural juniors as 
possible enrolled in the society as it 
is upon them that the responsibility 
of carrying on the work of the society 
will fall when the present seniors 
graduate. 
If you are an Agricultural junior, 
senior, come up to the next meeting. 
Make the Agricultural Society your 
society and watch it grow. With 
"Daddy" Dorman occupying the pres- 
ident's chair, and with the proper 
cooperation on the part of each in- 
dividual member, the Agricultural 
society promises to develop consider- 
ably within the next few months. 
Don't miss your share of the bene- 
fits that may be derived from it. 
J. C. Aull, Jr., 
Corresponding Secretary. 
Fathef—You can't have him. 
Daughter—Oh, papa, you once said 
that you could deny me nothing. 
Father—Well, he comes as near 
being nothing as anything I know of. 
PUBLIC SALES 
We have purchased 122,000 pair 
U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes 
5 1-2 to 12, which was the entire 
surplus stock of one of the largest 
U. 8. Government shoe contractors. 
This shoe is guaranteed one hun- 
dred percent leather, color dark tan, 
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof. 
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00. 
Owing to this tremendous buy we can 
offer same to the public at $2.95. 
Send correct size. Pay postman on 
delivery or send money order. If 
shoes are not as represented, we will 
cheerfully refund your money upon 
request. 
NATIONAL  BAY  STATE 
SHOE COMPANY 
296 Broadway 
NEW    YORK,    N.    Y. 
Y. M. C .A. NOTES 
Bible classes are again on the 
boom. Practically every one met 
last Sunday night and began work 
for the second semester. 
All of the courses nave been 
changed. The seniors are studying, 
"A Challenge to Life Service"; the 
Juniors, "A Life at Its Best"; the 
Sophomores, "Christian Standard of 
Action"; and the Freshmen, a course 
in hygiene. 
Enrollment in Bible classes now 
embrace more than 60 percent of the 
student body. The Bible class chair- 
man hopes to increase this percent- 
age during the second semester. 
On last Thursday evening just af- 
ter supper the piano was pulled out 
in the "Y" lobby and about 75 boys 
indulged in an old time army sing. 
Prof. E. L. Carpenter was called on 
to lead and "Batie" McHugh tickled 
the ivories. Copies of some familiar 
songs were passed around and all 
seemed to enjoy the sing very much. 
Once during the sing Prof. Carpen- 
ter called on some bass and tenor 
voices. They seemed rather weak. 
The very next song revealed the fact 
that all had turned out to be either 
bass or tenor singers. Some began to 
wonder at the adaptibility of some 
of the students' voices. 
The "Y" purposes to have these 
sings as often as possible. 
The annual Student Volunteer 
Conference will meet next Friday af- 
ternoon at Winthrop College and will 
remain in session until the following 
Sunday night. The conference met 
at Columbia College last year. 
Clemson will be represented at this 
conference by the following men who 
have been selected by the Y. M. C. A. 
cabinet: A. M. Shelamer, J. C. Aull, 
O. J. Harvey, E. D. Bateman, S. C. 
Rice, E. C. Stewart, C. N. Cobb, C. B. 
King, A. P. Mace, F. M. Zeigler, P. B. 
Holtzendorff and H. E. Robinson. 
At present there are ten morning 
watch groups in barracks. These 
groups, composed of about ten men, 
meet in certain rooms every morning 
except Saturday morning and devote 
a small part of the day to devotional 
exercises. 
"You have a sister, I believe." 
"Yes, she married a cornet player 
named Burst." 
"Any children?" 
"Three children: Alice May Burst, 
John Wood Burst, and Henry Will 
Burst." 
"Sir, your daughter has promised 
to become my wife." 
"Well, don't come to me for sym- 
pathy; you might have known some- 
thing would have happened to you 
hanging around here five nights In 
the week." 
js^fi raw 
There     in    th* Here     a 
World    o/  Sports 
And they haven't missed yet! 
* •     * 
Captain Bum Day and his cohorts 
are now casting envious glances to- 
wards the coveted state title for this 
season. Furman obligingly took 
Newberry's measure for us after the 
Tigers had trimmed Furman for two 
games. Only two more games are to 
be played with state teams. They 
are both with P. C, one here and 
one in Clinton. If the Jungaleers 
emerge from these battles with their 
winning streak unbroken, no one can 
dispute their claim to the state 
championship. Comparative scores, 
percentages, everything points to 
Stewarts' lads for the honors. 
* •     • 
Every day the chances seem to 
grow brighter for a pleasant lit- 
tle fling at the Conference tour- 
ney. The rules have been chang- 
ed and there will be only one 
tournament run off. This will 
decide the S. I. C. champs as 
well as those of the S. I. A. A. 
The last team on the floor, as in 
the battle royal, will he declared 
champions of the great, sunny, 
southland. 
* *     * 
Baseball is looking up. Every de- 
partment of the team now has at 
least a nucleus about which to build 
the final varsity product. In the bat- 
tery department are five letter men. 
Flint Rhem, Ralph, Gibson, and Lef- 
ty Davis are the hurlers who are 
wearing block "C"s. Keel and Ste- 
venson are the old guard with the 
mask and mitt. 
* •     • 
About the infield we find Bill 
Murr and Abe Richards. Both 
are letter men in their respect- 
ive positions of third and sec- 
ond. First and short were left 
vacant by Turnipseed and Salley. 
* *     * 
The outfield    has    Captain    Jack 
Reames as the outstanding perform- 
er.     Gibson  was  an  outer  gardener 
last season but it is likely that he will 
be summoned to mound duty rather 
iften during the npproaching season. 
He will Tirobably continue to cavort 
ueld on off-days. 
*     * 
Jnst  as an  idea  of what the 
diamond    season    promises    for 
Tiger fans, here are some of the 
teams that will be seen in action 
at Clemson this year: Furman, 2 
games; Maryland; V. P. I.; Geor- 
gia, 2 games;   Davidson;    New- 
berry;  Citadel; P. C; and Mis- 
sissippi College, 2 games. 
* •     • 
The  resignation   of   Doc  Stewart 
came as a distinct surprise to every- 
body.    Clemson men everywhere will 
learn of the   fact   with regret.     As 
friends of Doc, we all rejoice in his 
new and larger opportunity, but as 
Clemson men, we feel verp deeply the 
loss that Clemson will suffer. 
»    »     * 
Under the direction of Coach 
Stewart, athletics have taken on 
a bigger, broader aspect at Clem- 
son than    ever   before.    A few 
years ago, one would have been 
unable to believe that six thous- 
and people would ever witness a 
football game at Clemson.    Yet 
we saw that very thing happen 
on  September 30th, and it was 
almost entirely due to Doc's un- 
tiring efforts. 
* *    * 
Since his coming to Clemson, Doc 
Stewart has so inspired the cadet 
corps that no institution in the world 
can boast of a more loyal band of 
suporters. The 1922 football team 
has been described by sports writers 
everywhere as one of the fightingest 
elevens in the game. Doc and his as- 
sistants have brought this about. 
* *     * 
It is with deep regret that we 
bid Doc Stewart adieu on June 
1st, and it is with all sincerity 
that we congratulate him and 
wish him unstinted success. 
* *    * 
George Washington, "The Father 
of Our Country", was a teahound in 
his younger days. A recent newspa- 
per article states that the illustrious 
George was very fond of dances, teas, 
and similar functions. The same ar- 
ticle proclaims that he nad fallen 
deeply in love at least twice before 
he became twenty years of age.—And 
they tell us that he never told a lie! 
* *     * 
Young Stribling, a now fa- 
mous lightweight of Macon, con- 
tinues to knock all comers for a 
loop. Strib has never lost a 
bout. He is a regular on the 
Lanier High School basketball 
team and is the best student in 
his class. All of which goes to 
prove that all pugs are not 
rough-necks. 
Clemson College, S. C. 
February 14, 1923. 
Gen. John J. Pershing, 
Washington, D. C. 
Dear Gen., 
Well, Gen., I understand that you 
are thinking of coming to visit our 
own little West Point on the Seneca 
in the near future and I am pleased 
to add my invitation to those which 
you have already received. You will 
no doubt be impressed with the mili- 
tarism at Clemson although it will be 
a different kind of impression from 
that which I received when I first 
set foot inside the portals of this dis- 
tinguished. Mental instead of physi- 
cal, so to speak, if you see what I 
mean. 
Well, Gen., we have quite a place 
here. One of the most famous spots 
on the campus, militaristically speak- 
ing, is Bowman Field. Bowman field 
is a flat, or nearly flat spot, surround- 
ed entirely by hills, roads and Sam 
Browne belts, that is on drill days, 
etc. The Roman arenas where the 
Christians were persecuted didn't 
have anything on Bt>vrman field when 
it comes to punishment. The first 
time I was introduced to this his- 
toric spot I lost ten pounds in 
weight and the Introduction lasted 
one hour. Not fifty-nin^ minutes, 
Gen., but one hour. Well, Gen. the 
guard room and annex runs Bowman 
field a close second for military hon- 
ors. Being fully acquainted with the 
horrors of both, I feel qualified to 
make this statement. The guard 
room compares favorably with the 
ancient stocks and pillories in the 
matter of punishment for crime. 
Closely modeled after Sing Sing, it is 
of ideal location and arrangement. 
It is so convenient that someone is 
continually dropping in. The death 
house, where doomed cadets languish 
in durance while awaiting their free 
tickets home, is the only picture of 
Clemson which, remains in the minds 
of some men after they leave. 
Well, Gen., I think you will find 
that Clemson measures up to any- 
body's idea of a military institution. 
Since I have been here I have been 
drilled, posted, called and caught. 1 
have been busted, lit, burnt, skinned, 
ignited, found, reported, arrested, 
sentenced, and released until I don't 
know what I am or why I am, and 
the only reason I am sticking around 
now is to see what in H—1 is coming 
off next. 
Well, Gen. I hope you will be here 
as per schedule and I know you will 
enjoy your visit to our great institu- 
tion of extras and learning. 
Yours without a struggle, EGP. 
* *    * 
Clemson is soon to receive a visit 
from a famous personage in the ath- 
letic world. His name is withheld on 
account of the uncertainty of the date 
on which he will arrive, and the na- 
ture of the business he will be here 
to transact. 
* *     * 
The fur is sure to fly Thurs- 
day when the Senior-Junior elev- 
en meets the strong Sophomore 
aggregation. The Sophs seem to 
be taking life easy but it is often 
quoted, "Pride goeth before de- 
struction, and a haughty spirit 
before a fall." The sopho- 
mores may prove this. However, 
this is not a prophecy. Grant- 
land Bice is about the only per- 
son who has ever qualified as a 
football prophet and he misses 
fifty percent of them. 
Plans For Tournament 
Well Under Headw 
Junior Senior Football 
Team Wins From Rats 
Basketball Team 
Has Hands Full 
TIGERS TO PLAY THREE 
GAMES IN SO MANY DAYS 
The Tiger basketeers are off for 
new fields and new foes! The cage 
artists, led by the redoubtable "Bum" 
Day, are even now in the act of in- 
vading new territory. The Universi- 
ty of Kentucky at Lexington, Ky., 
Georgetown University at George- 
town, Ky., and Centre College at Dan- 
ville, Ky., will be played on Thurs- 
day, Friday, and Saturday in the or- 
der named. The Tigers have already 
defeated Georgetown in one game, 
but they have not yet crossed swords 
with the other two formidable op- 
ponents. Here's backing you, team. 
We are expecting to hear of great 
things accomplished in Kentucky's 
boundaries! We know that you will 
fight, for you have never failed yet! 
—W. 
A. H. Johnson, Jr, 18, is a Tech- 
nical employer for the American-Tel- 
ephone and Telegraph Co., and is sta. 
tioned in Charlotte, N. C. 
E. D. Kyzer, '16, who who has of- 
fices in Florence, S. C, is county 
Demonstration Agent with the United 
States Department of Agriculture. 
"Bum" Day and His Team Will 1 
play   Their   Wares   Before   th€ 
Eyes of Southern Fans 
Plans have been practically com- 
pleted which will assure the success 
of the third annual Southern Inter- 
collegiate Basketball Tournament to 
be held in Atlanta on February 27 to 
March 3, inclusive. This tournament 
will be open to all college teams of 
the South, members of either the 
Southern Intercollegiate Conference 
or the Southern Intercollegiate Ath- 
letic Association, the two chief gov- 
erning bodies of college athletics in 
this section. 
Already twenty-seven colleges 
have definitely decided to play in the 
tourney, and others may swing into 
line before the start. Needless to 
say, our Tiger basketeers, directed 
by our great coach, "Doc" Stewart 
and led by the peerless "Bum" Day 
will journey to Atlanta and try their 
fortunes in the scramble for the title. 
Our own Jungaleers have shown mar- 
velous improvement from the begin- 
ning of the season to the present 
date, until now they are playing 
great basketball. All Clemson fol- 
lowers have the utmost confidence 
that their representatives on the floor 
will make themselves felt in the 
Southern tournament. 
The opposition to be furnished on 
the auditorium floor in Atlanta will 
be from the cream of the South's tal- 
ent. Here is the list: Conference 
teams, North Carolina, Virginia Poly- 
technic Institute, South Carolina, 
Clemson, Florida, Alabama, Auburn, 
Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, State University, Tulane, 
Mississippi University, and Mississip- 
pi A. & M.; S. I. A. A. teams, Mercer, 
Chattanooga, Centre, Georgetown, Se- 
wanee, Wofford, Furman, Newberry, 
Citadel, Mississippi College, and Mill- 
saps 
All teams wil be grouped together, 
playing for one championship, the 
Southern title, instead of playing two 
tourneys, one for the S. I. A. A. and 
one for the Conference, and having 
the winners meet. The latter plan 
was found not to be feasible because 
of the fact that so many more teams 
would be entered from the Confer- 
ence than from the S. I. A. A. 
Al Doonan, athletic chairman of 
the Atlanta Athletic Club and a 
leader of the A. A. U., is directing 
the arrangements for the Tourna- 
ment. Committees assisting him are 
composed of H. J. Stegeman of the 
University of Georgia, W. A. Alexan- 
der of Georgia Tech, and C. A. Ber- 
nier of the University of Alabama for 
the Conference, and S. J. Robinson of 
Mississippi College, Josh Cody of 
Mercer, and Rip Major of Wofford for 
the S. I. A. A. 
The officiating, an Important fac- 
tor in the success of any basket- 
ball game, will be of the best in this 
tournament, as it has been announced 
that the men who will handle the ref- 
ereeing and umpiring jobs will be 
Lon Jourdet, David Yate, and Sutton. 
These three handled last years' tour- 
nament and their ability is recog- 
nized. Jourdet is the man who 
coached the University of Pennsylva- 
nia to fame and several successive 
Eastern championships on the bas- 
ketball floor. The other two have 
also made their markers as players, 
and all three are fully capable as of- 
ficials. —W. W. B. 
Gamt Was Fast and Thrilling Thru- 
cut —Star Work Done on Both 
Sides—Victors Meet Sophs in Final 
Clash Tomorrow for Champion- 
ship. 
The first of the inter-class foot- 
ball games was staged last Thursday 
when May and Hamilton's Senior- 
Junior team trimmed Roderick's out- 
fit 6 to 0. The game was fast and 
thrilling thruout. The first half was 
clearly the Rats' but the upperclass- 
men came back strong in the second 
half and soon pushed the oval for the 
lone marker of the game. The entire 
backfield for the Junior-Seniors 
starred, while Jack Reames made the 
most spectacular run of the game 
when he sprinted and side-stepped 
his way to a 40-yard return of the 
Rat's kickoff at the beginning of the 
second half. Stewart, Bankhead, and 
Walker were the most consistent 
ground gainers for Roderick's outfit. 
Walker showed uncanny ability to 
handle aerial thrusts, thereby gain- 
ing much yardage for his eleven. 
The Senior-Junior team will meet 
the Sophomore team next Thursday 
for the championship. Both elevens 
are well matched and a great game 
will be staged when these two teams 
are turned loose tomorow on RIggs' 
Field. 
Line-up and summary: 
Senior-Junior (6) Freshmen (0) 
Reames LB. Wray 
Strother LT. Sanders 
Warner LG. Bowles 
Harvey C Liehtsey 
Fortenberry RG. Fulmer 
Cathcart RT. Quinn 
Wray RE.     Stringfellow 
Griffin QB. Stewart 
Owens LH Walker 
Burton RH. Bradley 
Bankhead FB Bankhead 
Substitutions: Senior-Juniors— 
Banks for Owens; Bee for Warner; 
Hamilton for Bee; Spearman for 
Reames. 
Freshmen—Fleming   for   Fulmer; 
Hall     for     Bradley;     Brunson     for 
Stringfellow; Bradley for Bankhead; 
Referee—Goodale; Umpire, Get> 
tys; Head Lineman, Emanuel; Field 
Judge, Elmore. 
Time of periods, 10 minutes. 
—A. B. F. 
ATTENTION FACULTY 
MEMBERS! 
Have you paid your Tiger 
Pledge ? 
It is long past overdue. 
Save us from (having to 
look you up. 
CLEMSON CUBS SWAMPED BY 
SPARTANBURG   HI   TEAM 
Coach Holtzendorff and his bunch 
of young Tigers journeyed over to 
"The City of Suncecss" last Satur- 
day to give battle to the fast high 
school team of Spartanburg. It was 
a runaway match from the beginning 
and the young Tiger cubs scored only 
one field goal in the first half. 
The Spartanburg Hi team rushed 
the Clemson lads off their feet in the 
first half, scoring 20 points to the 
Cubs 2. The second half found the 
Tigers refreshed and the score of 
this half was nearly even. 
Line-up and Summary: 
Freshmen Win From Easley 
In a preliminary scrap to the Clem- 
son-College of Charleston fracas last 
Monday, the Clemson cubs swamped 
the fast High School team from 
Easley by a score of 49 to 21. It 
was a Clemson victory from begin- 
ning until the end and at no time of 
the game was the score in doubt. The 
first half ended with the Rats hold- 
ing a comfortable margin of 14 
points. Roy and Palmer of Clemson 
were the leading scorers with 11 and 
12 points respectively to their credit. 
Ellison of Easley Hi was the high 
point scorer of the day with a total 
of 14 points to his credit. Foy, an 
old star for Carolina, was allowed to 
play about three-fourths of the 
game, and in that time he accounted 
for 7 points. 
The Rats have at last started on 
the road to victory and from now on 
they will be expected to trod the 
straight and narrow path. 
Line-up and Summray: 
Freshmen (49) Easley (21) 
Roy (11) F Foy (7) 
Vise (2) F Ellison (4) 
Hagood (4) C Stewart 
Martin (8) G Hammett 
Phipps G Ragen 
Substitutions: Clemson—Palmer, 
(12), Linton (6), Werner (6), Will- 
banks.      Easley—Cox.. 
Referee—Sloan   (Auburn) 
—A. B. F. 
Spartan Hi (34) 
Lindsay (8) 
flobel  (4) 
Henry 
Creighton (4) 
Hill  (2) 
Clemson (12) 
Roy (4) F 
Vise F 
Hagood C. 
Palmer (4) G 
Martin G 
Substitutions: Clemson—Werner, 
(2), for Roy; Phipps for Hagood; 
Lenton for Palmer. 
Spartan Hi—DePass (2) for Lind- 
say; Bourne (4) for Habel; Trogdon 
for Henry; Gash (2) for Hill, and 
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R. B. Cureton, '15, of Greenville, 
S. C, is a civil engineer with the 
State Highway Department. 
To the People of Clemson College.— 
- I will do gardening and floral 
work. Will assist in any and all 
lines of community service. Re- 
liability and Punctuality. Special 
features.—C.    B.   Henry,   Campus. 
T CAFETERIA 
We Serve Regular Meals, 
Pies,  Cakes, Sandwiches, 
Ice Cream, 
Ice Cold Milks, 
Soft Drinks, 
Fruits and Candies, 
Hot Dogs a Speciality. 
Y. M.   C.   A. BASEMENT 
*  I 
SLOAN   BROS. 
L. B. Martin '06, is chief chemist 
in the Colt Plant of Reuera Rubber 
Co., Providence, R. I. 
J. H. Barkedale, '07, is an engineer 
and salesman for the General Electric 
Co., in Nashville, Tenn. 
We do not sell all the good 
Goods In town, BUT what 
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD. 
«    «    o 
Robt. Burns Cigars, 
Nunnally's Candy, 
Waterman Fountain Pens, 
Arrow Shirts and Collars, 
Knitted  and Military Ties, 
Khafci     Regulation     Shirts 
and Trousers. 
Army Shoes, Special  Made. 
Bath Robes and Slippers. 
Minimal    Silk    and    Wool 
Hose. 
Special Attention Given 
to Ordering Athletic 
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